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First look inside Loki wine tasting house and deli in Edgbaston

First look inside Loki wine tasting house and deli in Edgbaston : The team behind Loki wine in Great Western
Arcade has opened a second branch in Edgbaston. 

Owner Phil Innes hopes the new 65 cover Loki on Greenfield Crescent will have a relaxed feel to it where people
can eat and drink. 

He told Birmingham Live: "As it is much bigger than our Great Western Arcade store, we can offer customers our
own in-house deli so the place hopefully has a more relaxed cafe bar feel. 

"It seemed a no brainer to open the second Loki venue here with venues such as The High Field and Simpsons
around us. 

"Edgbaston has really developed over the years and will do even more so in the future - when you consider the tram
extension will run up there too." 
Inside Loki wine merchant and tasting house in Edgbaston 
Loki visitors to the new branch can enjoy a selection of charcuterie and cheese plates from the in-house deli, along
with a choice of 32 wine bottles available for tastings. 

Drinks wise, there are 400 bottles of quality plonk available to buy at the Edgbaston Loki, which should all go down
well with the area's many wine aficionados. 

Beer lovers will be happy too. There are four beers on draft - Chapel Down Curious Brew (Champagne yeast),
Fourpure Juicebox Purity limited edition Maravilla Sour and Budvar Krausened lager (limited to 100 venues
nationwide). 
Loki wine merchant and tasting house in Edgbaston Owner Phil Innes Loki wine merchant and tasting house in
Edgbaston, Birmingham. (Image: Birmingham Mail) 
Which wines does Phil recommend? He said: "Our bestselling bottles at Great Western Arcade which should be
equally popular here are the Luigi Bocca malbec and Greywacke sauvignon blanc. 

"But if you're looking for something different then you have try Patrick Sullivan Bonker. It's a blend of red and white
grapes of different vintages from Australia." 

Phil founded Loki after working for Thresher Group in the Wine Rack division throughout university. 

The original Loki shop and wine bar is the most awarded wine merchant in the UK in the last five years. 

Accolades include winning National Merchant of the Year 2017 in the world's most prestigious wine awards, the
International Wine Challenge. 
loki wine merchant and tasting house in the Great Western Arcade, recently expanded 
Earlier this year it doubled in size by taking over the old Whisky Shop unit next door in GWA. 

The business recently ditched plans to open another Loki on St Mary's Row in Moseley . 

"I am still looking at other potential sites for a third Loki in the city," said Phil.
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